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SUMMARY 

In the first part of this paper it 1s shown by means of an example how 
small modlflcations to the leadlng-edge proflle of a sweptwlng can result 
in large effects on lift performance at the stall in the higher range of 
subsonic speeds. The basic types of leading-edge pressure distribution for 
any one fned geometry over the whole range of subsonic speed are discussed 
and the difflcultles in designing a profile shape which gives a satisfactory 
compromise LII wng performance across this range is emphasized. 

In the second part of the paper, two types of vanable-geometry device 
at the leading edge are dlscussed, each of which allows some degree of 
optlmization in the shape required for good aerodynamic performance across 
the range of Mach number. The first of these, the leading-edge slat, is 
shown to work in quite a different way at high speeds from that in its more 
conventIona role at landng and take-off conditions. Recent UK research 
work is used to demonstrate some important aerodynamic features of slats 
when used at high speeds III near-optnnum positlons. The second type of 
variable-geometry device is a new one, recently developed within the UK. 
The essential feature is a llnkage system, entirely contained wlthin the nose 
of the proflle, which can be used to change the shape of the leading edge 
of the 'clean' wing in such a way to unprove performance over a range of 
aerodynamic condltlons. The aerodynamic possibilities of the use of this 
device in the higher subsonic speed range are demonstrated by reference to 
some recent UK wind-tunnel tests. 

This Report gives the written version of a lecture prepared for presentation 
at the AGARD Specialists' Meeting, "Fluid Dynonncs of Aircraft StaZling", 
Lisbon, April 1972 

* Replaces RAE Technical Report 72099 - ARC 34097 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

I” the design of sweptwlngs one of the choices which has to be made at 

a” early stage 1s the selectlo” of the wing-section profIle shape (or shapes) 

to be used. This selectlo” is made very often with the help of theoretical 

work and two-dunenslonal wnd-tunnel tests, having due regard to the operational 

requirements of the proJect throughout the speed range and to the various 

constrarnts imposed by structural considerations. The design requirements are 

usually I” conflict and as a result the final choice of proflle to be used 1s 

generally a ‘best compromise’ which can have serious deflcwncies at one or 

more unportant points in the flight envelope. Considering the design of the 

profile at the leading edge, variable-geometry I” the form of slats, Kruger 

flaps or other such devices IS generally found essential to meet the particular 

defxciency whxh arises at low-speed, high-lift conditions (for take-off and 

landing) , and recently the use of these devices set at intermediate angles has 

been resorted to in order to improve stalling characteristics at high subsonlc 

speeds (for high-speed manoeuvres). But a high prxce is pad for the use of 

leadlng-edge devices af high-Speeds. The higher loading conditions imply extra 

weight to be carried and the need to specify precisely extra settings unpiles 

complications to the structure and control system. Also some of the aero- 

dynamic effects can be adverse. Because of the extra drag involved for instance, 

performance at ‘cruise’ can be sacrificed in some important respects. 

Two points therefore need to be stressed at the start of this discusslon. 

Firstly, It is Important to ~“crease our understandlng of the particular 

sensltlvlties of stalling characteristics at high speeds to small variations in 

leading-edge profile shape, and secondly It 1s necessary to be more aware of 

the aerodynamic sltuatzons which arise when devices such as leading-edge slats 

are used to improve maximum-usable-lift at high subsonlc speeds. It 1s hoped 

that this Report will contrlbute a little on both these issues. 

1.1 Basic types of pressure dxtributlon at the leading edge 

In the higher-subsonic speed range. the stall of sweptwings is primarily 

associated with the development of flow separations due to the interaction of 

the shock wave system on the upper-surface of the wing with the boundary-layer. 

The situations which arise at flow separation can be extremely complex even in 

two-dimensional flow, particularly when there is interaction between these 

shock induced separations and separations “ear the tralllng-edge’. On the 



complete sweptwing the flow fields are affected by root and tip effects and 

the interference from the body, the nacelles and stores (if any). With 

increase of Mach number these three-dlmenslonal effects are aggravated as the 

effective aspect ratlo 1s reduced. However, provided the leading-edge sweep 

is not excessive and the leading-edge radius is not so small that leading-edge 

separations of the slender-wing type develop, a viable approach to the problems 

of separation can be made by conslderlng the flows as quasi-two-dimensional in 

the first nstance, taking account of the three-dimensional implications 

subsequently. 

Thus we may start by considering three main types of upper-surface pressure 

dlstrlbution near the leadlng edge, which can occur at conditions just prior to 

flow breakdown on a particular aerofoil (F1g.l). Three examples are shown with 

approximately the same shock strength. At the lower end of the high subsonic 

range under discusslon, say at speeds near M = 0.5,the flow usually separates 

at the shock which is very close to the leading edge and which increases in 

strength as lift is increased. At higher speeds, however, a nearly constant 

velocity supercritical region tends to develop over the'forward part of the 

wzng upper-surface, terminating in a shock wave which moves further aft and 

increases in strength with increased lift until the separation of the flow 

from the surface is induced. At still higher speeds the supercritical region 

may extend as far back as 55%-65X of the wing chord and the shock, when strong 

enough to cause separation, is typlcally preceded by a progressive increase in 

local velocity. In all these phases of development, each culminating in the 

stall, the geometry of the leading edge plays a critical part, elther directly 

because of local effects on the shock waves, or lndlrectly because of effects 

on the general state of the boundary-layer and thus on its tendency to 

separate further aft on the wing upper surface. Bearing these three main 

types of leadlng-edge pressure distribution in mind, three specific examples 

of leading-edge geometry changes will be presented and dlscussed in this paper. 

I.2 Specific examples of leading-edge geometry changes 
. 

Using the first of these examples, described below in section 2, it is 

shown how a small modlflcation to the leadlng-edge proflle can cause large 

effects on lift performance which are only benefrclal at one end of the high 

subsonic speed range. The need for a satisfactory compromise across the whole 

range is thus emphaslzed. In the second example given in section 3, the "se of 

leading-edge slats at high subsonic speeds I.S discussed and by reference to 

5 
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some recent UK research studies these devices are shown to work ln quite a 

dlfferent way from Ghelr more conventional use at low speeds. Finally, 

sectIon 4 describes the use of a r.ew type of variable-geometry device, recently 

developed within the UK. The use of this device to unprove lift performance 

across the whole of the high subsonlc speed range ~111 again be demonstrated by 

reference to some recent UK test data. 

2 WING-SECTION PROFILE CHANGES 

The first piece of work presented concerns a modification made to the 

leading-edge profile of a variable-sweep research model. Details of the 

complete model conflguration used in the Investigation are given ln Flg.2. 

Two sweep angles for the wings were used in the znvestlgatlon and the appropriate 

values of aspect-ratio and wing-twxt ('wash-out') are noted on the Figure. 

One model was used for the measurement of forces (presented ln Figs.7 and 8) 

and another rather larger version of the same conflguration was used for the 

measurement of pressure data, (quoted in Figs.9 and 10). The wing-section 

employed is also shown in Fig.2, designated as 'basic wing-sectlo" 'A". 

Two-dimensional tunnel data for this section and for the modified section 'B' 

is quoted in Figs.1 and 3-6. 

2.1 Two-dimensuxal considerations 

The basic sectIon 'A' used on this model was a comparatively thick one 

(about 13% thick, perpendicular to the wing quarter-chord line) and had a 

reasonable degree of rear loading and a fairly small leadlng-edge radius. 

Flg.3 shows the stall boundary obtained for this profile as obtained 

from two-dimensional tests and the crlterla used to define this boundary are 

also lndlcated by means of inset sketches in the Flgure. The three types of 

pressure distribution shown in Fig.1 have been taken from this same set of test 

data. As ~111 be seen the boundary 1s fairly fiat from M = 0.4 up to M = 0.58 

and over this range of Mach number we have the first type of pressure 

distribution mentioned previously with a very sharp suction peak and a strong 

shock near the leading edge at conditions before flow breakdown. In the region 

0.6 cM~0.65, however the second type of pressure distribution applies, with a 

nearly-constant-velocity supercritical region developing over the forward part 

of the profile upper-surface terminating in a strong shock. At higher Mach 

numbers, the third type of distribution shown in Fig.1 is apparent, velocities 

building steadily from the leading edge to form a triangular type of super- 

critical distribution culminating ln a strong shock much further back on the 

chord. Fig.3 also includes a sketch showing in what manner the leading-edge 
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profile was modlfred to form the second proflle desrgnated as wrng sectlon 'B'. 

The modifications of most slgnrflcance were the ~ncraase in no?.e droop and the 

change to the local surface curvature round the leadlng edge. The effect on 

the sectional stall boundary IS given also in Fig.3 and shows that the maximum 

lrft of the profile has been r-axed at the low end of the speed range wrthout 

apparent harm to the performance at the higher Mach numbers. The marginal 

rmprovement at high speeds is possibly due III part to the small change III 

section thickness (about 0.3%) also Included in the modlficatlon, so no credit 

can really be taken for this. It is of course all too easy to modify the 

leading-edge shape of a proflle to improve the maximum lift developed at low 

speeds at the expense of performance at the high end of the range, so this 

partrcular modification very much represents a compromise solution. Also, as 

anyone acqualnted with so-called 'supercritical' types of aerofoils will know, 

it is all too easy (but not necessarily inevitable) to devise sections with 

substantial improvements in maximum lift at high speeds at the expense of 

usable lift at low speeds. Before leaving this figure attention must be drawn 

to the scale of equivalent Mach number Included for the wings of the complete 

model when set at 27.2O sweep. As ~11 be seen the benefits of the sectronal 

modification reduce with increaslng Mach number becoming virtually zero at a 

Mach number of about 0.7 for the wing at this sweep setting. For the wing 

swept at 42.2o, this Mach number would be in the region of M = 0.85. 

Before discussing the actual effects 'of this sectional modification on 

the measured lift coefficients for the complete sweptwing, it is worth 

considering briefly how these benefits in lift coefficient have materialized. 

Fig.4 shows the lift-incidence curve for both the basic section 'A' and the 

modified sectron 'B' at M = 0.5. There IS a change III the lift developed at 

constant Incidence before the stall, mainly due to the change in overall 

chordwise camber, but of more significance is the increase III the maximum lift 

developed. From the measured pressure data there 1s evidence of a reduction 

in suction-peak height, and thus a reduction III shock strength, for the same 

lift at conditions prior to flow breakdown (a comparison at CL = 1.14 is shown 

to demonstrate this in the inset diagram). Since the maximum lift attarned is 

by and large governed by the strength of the shock reaching some critlcal value, 

the result is an overall increase in maximum lift-coefflcrent in favour of the 

modified sectlon (0.09 at this Mach number). At high Mach numbers a different 

flow sltuatron arises and it is rnstructlve to consider in thus case the 

comparison of pressure distribution at high lift when the shock terminating 

the supercritlcal region on the two profrles 1s likely to have the same effect 

on the boundary-layer behaviour. Flg.5 shows what the comparison between the 
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lift-lncldence curves looks like for the two sections at M = 0.7, and the rnset 

diagram shows the comparison of upper-surface pressure dxstrlbution at a” 

lncldence of about 3.5’ when the shock has about the same strength and posItlo” 

on the chord. Marginal benefits to usable lift at thx Mach “umber partly arise 

from the sectlo” modlflcatio” due to Increased suctions being Induced aft of 

the leadlng edge in the supercritical region. 

Fig.6 demonstrates some extra important effects of thus section modlflca- 

tlo” I” two-dunenslonal conditions. Firstly, there was a general tendency for 

the upper-surface shock on the modified sectlo” to be a little further aft when 

compared on a CL basis, (except at M = 0.66). Secondly, the forward movement of 

the shock as flow separations developed tended to be more abrupt on the modified 

section. As may be seen from the typlcal pressure distrzbutio” I” Fig.5, the 

more triangular form of the supercritical pressure distrlbutlo” on the orlginal 

sectlo” would tend to make the shock weaker as it moved forward. The resultant 

stabllizing effect on the stall development would not have bee” present on the 

modified section with its much flatter supercrltical pressure distrlbutio” 

ahead of the shock. Thirdly, at the higher Mach numbers, the shock strength 

as compared on a CL basis tends to be weaker on the modified sectlon at 

conditions before the onset of flow separations. However, as flow separations 

develop, the shock grows in strength much more rapldly and this trend is 

reversed (case for M = 0.7 is show”). We shall refer to these points later 

I” the discussion. 

2.2 2 

Turning now to the lift-coefficients measured on the complete model of 

Fig.2 before and after this leading-edge modificatwn was incorporated, we 

see that the promise of Improvement from the two-dlmenslonal tests has not 

entirely bee” fulfllled. In Flg.7a the lift-incidence curves for the 

configuration with wings set at 27.2’ sweep are show”. Whereas the leadlng- 

edge modification has unproved the maximum lift at the lower Mach numbers, at 

the higher speeds positive harm is done, the C Lmax being lower and early breaks 

appearing in the curves. The benefits at lower speeds reduce to zero by 

M = 0.70 and it is interesting that this at least was predIcted from two- 

dimensional tests (equivalent M = 0.63). Before discussing the reasons for 

the losses in maximum lift at the higher speeds, it is instructive to note some 

similarltles with the lift-Incidence characteristics measured at the higher wing 

sweep of 42.2’ (Fig.7b). The benefits of the modificatlo” made to the wing 

leading edge are not so marked at the lower Mach numbers eve” allowing for the 

normal sweep effect, and there are indications I” the more gradual nature of 



the loss of IIFt at high IncLdence that the stall is altogether more three- 

dnnensional in character than at the lower sweep. However, there LS once more 

a tendency fur these benefits at low speed to disappear at about M = 0.85, 1.e. 

at virtually the same equivalent two-dimensional Mach number found at the lower 

wing sweep, M = 0.65. At the higher Mach numbers, r.e. above M = 0.70 at the 

lower wing sweep and M = 0.85 at the higher wing sweep, an early break develops 

in the lift curves when the modified section is used, due to premature flow 

separations outboard on the wing. Thus the value of usable lift has been made 

worse rather than left unchanged as demonstrated in the two-dimensional data 

(Fig.3). Taken as a whole we would say that the leadlog-edge modifxation 

made to the basic wing section, although restricted in the improvement achieved 

at low speeds in order to maintain performance at the higher speeds, has only 

shown benefits up to M = 0.70 at the wing sweep of 27.2’ and up to M = 0.85 at 

the wing sweep of 42.2o. Above these points in the subsonic speed range 

positive harm has been done to the stall boundary. 

i 

The reasons for this state of affairs at the higher Mach numbers is 

explalned by reference to some pressure measureme& made on the complete model. 

Fig.8 shows for a Mach number of 0.80 with the wings swept 27.2’ the development 

of the local chordwise lift-coefflclent at two spanwise stations as incidence is 

Increased. A comparison is shown with the equivalent two-dimensional data, due ? 

allowance having been made for Induced Incidence and body-upwash increments at 

each position. The figure shows how at 60% semi-span the development of local t 

lift is at least as great as, if not greater than, the sectional characteristic, 

but at stations nearer the tip there is an early break, (cx = 2J”), in the 

development of life resulting in significant losses over this region of the wing 

at the final stall boundary (a = 7’, see Fig.7a). At Inboard chordwise stations 

(not shown) very much better lift-incidence characteristics than those found in 

two-dunensions are developed and the general picture which emerges at these 

higher subsonlc speeds 1s of strong three-dimensional effects on the spanwise 

loading and on the character of the flow development up to the stall, biased 

against good performance at the tip. It is worth noting from this figure that 

the order of wing twist needed to postpone flow separation at the tip is large, 

even were this permissible from other (aerodynamic) considerations. 

It is useful to look at the chordwise pressure distribution at these two 

spanwise statlons, and this has been done in Fig.9 for those points in the lift 

development Indicated by the ‘diamond’ symbols marked in Fig.8. Comparison 1s 

made with the equivalent two-dimensional pressure dlstributlons marked similarly 

i 
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by ‘circle’ symbols. For each spanwise station the comparison 1s made at about 

the same lift-coefficient and in each case the conditions taken are those Just 

before the break in the local lift development with incidence (in either the 

two-dimensional or the three-dimensional data). This comparison shows, that 

although agreement in the pressure distribution at 60% semispan 1s fairly good, 

at 90% semispan the shock terminating the supercritlcal region is both stronger 

and further forward on the complete model and that there is a tendency for 

Increased suctions to develop over the forward portlon of the supercritical 

region resulting in a higher, flatter roof-top type pressure distribution. 

These observations are entirely compatible with the classic situation which 

arises on straight-tapered sweptwIngs of constant chordwise section 2,3 . 

At the tip, thickness effects cause local reductions in isobar sweep, towards 

the leading edge, and a little further inboard, (say at Z/3 to 3/4 semispan), 

a maximum in the spanwise loading gives rise to comparatively higher local 

lift-coefficients. Taken together these two factors induce a shock front at 

high-subsonic speeds which is of reduced sweep over the whole outer portion 

of the wng upper-surface and shocks which are thus further forward and of 

higher strength than elsewhere on the wing. The result is that shock-Induced 

separations generally occur first near the tip and progress inboard as incidence 

is increased. 

Thus we may obtain some Insight into why the leading-edge modification 

applied to the basic wing sectIon did harm on the complete model in the 

higher range of speeds. The situation is sunnnarized in Fig.10. In the lower 

half of the diagram attention is drawn to the classic three-dimensional effects 

on shock position, and in the upper half the effects of the section modification 

are shown. At mid-span, at near-two-dimensional conditions, we can see that 

the expected increase in suction at the forward end of the supercrltical region 

due to the modification, (see Fig.5), can easily be accommodated with some 

benefit and the tendency for a further aft shock (see Fig.6) will do little 

harm locally and even some good. However, this further aft position of the 

shock locally at rind-span indirectly has an adverse effect because It makes 

worse the basic tendency for the shock to become less swept over the outer 

portions of the wing. At the wing tip adverse effects are more obvious. The 

increase of suction forward on the profile will in this case cause adverse 

pressure gradients to appear in the supercritical region resulting in the shock 

moving forward more abruptly at an earlier incidence and becoming stronger as 

it does so. Thus the sectlon modification will have aggravated the classic 
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development of shock-Induced flow separations usual on sweptwlngs by a tendency 

to reduce shock sweep and increase shock strength over the whole of the outer 

wing. The features which bring this about are apparent ln the sectlonal 

characterrstics but do no harm in two-dimensional conditions. It should be 

noted that at low speeds in the range of Mach number under rewew, shock 

inducing flow separations only occur at positions very close to the leading 

edge so none of this argument about shock movements applies. The wing in three- 

dimensions can thus take advantage of the gains demonstrated in the sectlonal 

test data at these speeds. 

2.3 The need for variable geometry 

i 

The foregoing dlscussion centred round the measured effects of a particular 

modification to the leading-edge shape of a profxle used on a sweptwing at high 

subsonw speeds leads to two conclusions. Firstly, the requirements at the low 

and high ends of the high-subsonlc speed range are baslcally in conflict as 

regards the Improvement of usable lift. At lower speeds the strong adverse 

gradlent and/or shock strengths which develop at high incldences can be reduced 

by the use of leading-edge nose-down camber, although 1" excess this can lead 

to subsidiary problems at other flight conditions. However, at the high end of 

this speed range, appllcatlon of this nose camber can increase velocity, and 

thus the local shock strengths, at crltrcal conditions. Secondly, even when ? 

great care is taken not to compromise the performance of the wing section at 

high speeds by modiflcatlone made to ~nprove the performance at the lower speeds, 5 

- and thx can be first well established by two-dimensional tests - basic three 

dimensional effects on the complete wing at the higher speeds can result in 

strong adverse effects at the stall due to such modifications. 

The case for variable geometry rests on the basic need to resolve the 

conflicting requirements of leading-edge geometry across the high-subsonic 

speed range. In the last section of this paper the possible use of variable 

leadlng-edge profiles 1s presented as a means to improve performance over a 

wide range of speed, but first the aerodynamics of leadlng-edge slats at high 

speeds is discussed below. 

3 THE USE OF LEADING-EDGE SLATS AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS 

At moderate subsonlc speeds such as M = 0.5, when the shockwave is near 

the leading edge, the mechanism by which a leading-edge slat can give an 

increase in usable C 
L 

1s essentially the same as at low speeds. Deflection 
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and extension of the slat can reduce the peak suction near the leadrng edge 
and, so delay the onset of a shock-induced separation. Typically, the optimum 
deflection is roughly half that used for landing. At higher subsonic speeds, 
however, e.g. M = 0.65 for 25' sweep or M = 0.80 for 45' sweep, a slat can 
still unprove the stalling characteristics but the nature of the improvement 
and the mechanism by which it is achieved are not the same as at lower speeds. 
A fair amount of research has been undertaken within the UK during the past 
four years to show what factors then contribute to a good slat design for wings 

of similar thickness to those discussed earlier and how to retain the effective- 
ness up to as high a Mach number as possible. 

Initially, tests were made on a high aspect ratio wing with 27' leading- 
edge sweepback (not the same wing as that discussed earlier but of similar 
thickness) with three slat designs A, B, C @ig.ll)and one droop design B 
formed by falring over the slot of slat B. The leading-edge devices extend 
over the full span of the nett wing but because the wing design includes three- 
dimensional treatment with the section shape varying across the span, the slot 
geometry also varies considerably as shown in Fig.ll. Overall C - a curves 

L 
are shown in Flg.12 for M = 0.55 and 0.65 and typical pressure distributions 
over the forward part of the wing at mid-semi-span at M = 0.65 are compared 
in Figs.13a and b. It will be seen that at M = 0.55, slat A which is drooped 
12.5' over most of the span improves the maximum lift by at least ACL = 0.2 but 
it is the results for M = 0.65 that are of more interest and which pose the 
greater challenge. The first point to note is that the high-lift performance 
of the clean wing is particularly good at M = 0.65, the maximum usable lift 
being assessed as CL = 1.04 as compared with CL = 0.84 at M = 0.55 or CL = 0.89 

at M = 0.71. Pressure-plotting tests showed that a high lift at M = 0.65, 
the local supersonic region over the forward upper surface of the clean wing 
was well-conditioned with a peak suction near the leading edge followed by a 
largely isentropic recompression back to a relatively weak shock. It was there- 
fore realised from the outset that it might be difficult to obtain sizeable 
improvements through the use of high-lift devices and at first sight the results 
in Fig.12 do not appear too encouraging. Slat A is clearly deflected too much 

and gives a reduction of at least 0.15 in usable maximum lift-coefficient, 
irrespective of how this 1s defined. Slats B and C are more difficult to assess: 

pessimistically, the break in the CL - a curve again occurs at a lower CL than 

for the clean wing but with slat C at least, the ultimate CLmax is higher. It 
is only droop B that gives a clear improvement, by about ACL = 0.09 of which 



only 0.03 can be ascrlbed to the extra wing area. Referring to the pressure 

dlstrlbutlons 1" Fig.13, It will be see" that at moderate incidences, e.g. 

a = 8.f I" Flg.l3a, droop B produces two local supersonic regions, the first 
"ear the leading edge and the second near 0.10~ but at higher lncidences, 
e.g. a = 10.9' and 13.1', these link to give a" extensive peaky supersonic 
reglo" with conslderable isentroplc recompression ahead of the shock. The 
results with droop B are therefore similar in character to those for the clean 
wing but higher values of CL for separation-onset are achieved because the super- 
sonic region as can be imagined, is more extensive. One should note however 
that no results are presented for droop B beyond CI = 13.1'. This is because 
severe model bounce developed and it was impossible to obtain any steady 
readings. To Judge from experience on other models, the likely explanation is 
that the shockwave moved forward rapidly and the supersonic region round the 
leading edge falled to develop over part of the spa". This means that high 
values of CL fx separation-onset had been achieved at the expense of a" abrupt 
stall development; to make this acceptable, one would possibly have had to 
introduce some variation in section shape across the spa". 

i 

Turning now to slats B and C, neither of these proved to be a" optimum 

configuratlon but nevertheless, the analysis of the results leads to some import- 
ant general conclusions. The shape and position of the slat itself 1s the same J 
in these two cases. It is merely the shape of the main wing upper surface "ear 
and downstream of the slot exit that 1s different (Fig.11). With slat B, there ~ 
is a rapid change in slope "ear 0.12~ and a forward facing step corresponding 
to the finite trailing edge thickness of the slat; with slat C, the change in 
slope is eased by a fairing undercutting the step. This change in geometry may 
appear to be small but the consequences are significant. Fig.l3a shows that 
eve" at the moderate incidence condition of a = 8.7'. CL = 0.7, i.e. more than 
0.1 in CLbeZow the CL for separation-onset for the clean wing, (Fig.l2), a 
strong shock is already present on the main wing upper surface with both slats 
B and C but it has been weakened considerably by the change from B to C. With 
slat B, the suction reaches a maximum near the step and there is then some 
recompression ahead of the shock whereas with slat C, the fairing has eliminated 
the forward peak suction, and the local upstream Mach number (normal to the 
shock) ahead of the shock is about 1.26 as compared with 1.41 for slat B. Eva" 
with slat C however, a shock-induced separation is clearly imminent and so one 

i 
must conclude that neither slat has been successful in postponing separation- 
onset relative to the clean wing. It is arguable that some improvement would 
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have been obtained if the fairing of slat C had been gentler and had extended 

over more of a chord. This has immediately highlighted two features of a good 
slat design for high Mach number: the change in direction imposed on the flow 

out of this slot exit and the curvature of the main wing surface downstream 
of this exit should both be kept as small as possible. This is equivalent to 
saying that the rear of the slat should be thin and that the slat trailing edge 
should be positioned as far aft as possible e.g. at about 0.18~ rather than 
0.12c. It is quite understandable that the optimum curvature of the surface 
between 0.2 and 0.3~ should ideally be less than for a good clean wing design; 
in the latter case, when the flow is supercritical, the effect of the expansion 
waves from this part of the surface tends to be offset by the incoming 
compression waves reflected from the forward sonic line but at moderate 
incidences with the slat extended, the forward sonic point is further aft and 
these reflected compression waves will largely be absent. 

It is clear therefore that it is difficult but not impossible to improve 
separation-onset at high subsonic speeds by means of a slat. Slats B and C 
do not achieve this but they are effective in controlling the subsequent 

development of the separation. As described in Section 2 above, with a clean 
wing with no leading-edge devices, when the incidence is increased beyond that 

for separation-onset, the shockwave moves forward towards the leading edge. 
Considering the wing as a whole, inboard of the separated area the shock front 
loses its sweepback, thus leading to an increase in shock strength and encourag- 

ing the separation to extend inboard. With a slat extended, however, as shown 
in Fig.13, the shock tends to remain in a position about 0.10 - 0.15~ behind 
the slot exit. At higher Mach numbers, when the shock prior to separation is 
further aft, it moves forward under the influence of a separation to about this 
position but then again remains stationary for a sizable range of incidence. 

This is helpful in two senses: first, lift is maintained over the forward part 
of the main wing ahead of the shock and second, the shock retains its full sweep- 
back. Also, as the incidence is increased, the lift on the slat itself continues 
to increase. A separate supersonic region forms and between o = 10.9' and 

13.1° this extends rearward towards the slat trailing edge. This rearward 
movement occurs first with slat C, i.e., it is influenced by the shape of the 
main wing leading edge. By o = 14.1°, Fig.l3b, even with slat B the flow is 
supersonic back to the slat trailing edge but there is still a two-shock system 
with a pressure-rise ahead of the step on the main wing surface. With slat C 

on the other hand, the slat shock moves onto the main wing surface and coalesces 

n 
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with the second shock. To judge from the CI, - u curves in Fig.12, this is a 

favourable development and so in these respects also, the shape of the main 

wing surface for slat C represents a distinct improvement over slat B. It 

should perhaps be mentioned however, that even here one has to compromise 

between requirements for different Mach numbers. At M = 0.65, slat C is to 

be preferred for the reasons stated; at lower Mach numbers, this applies to 

a greater extent because the peak suction near 0.12~ for slat B is even 

greater and there is a premature separation due to the adverse pressure 

gradient behind this peak suction; at higher Mach numbers, on the other hand, 

the strongly triangular nature of the pressure distribution with slat C 

leads to worse drag characteristics, the drag-rise Mach number at moderate CL 

being typically about 0.02 lower with slat C than with slat B. 

This brief discussion of the results for slats B and C in Figs.12,13 

suggests that in any assessment of the effectiveness of a slat at high 

Mach number, two incidences are of particular importance: 

(IA : the incidence at which the shock-induced separation on the main 

wing extends to the trailing edge, and 

“B : the incidence at which the supersonic flow over the slat upper 

surface extends to the slat trailing edge. 

For a good slat design, uA should be as high as possible and uB obviously 

should be nearly the same value. Slats B and C are poor in both respects. 

Even with slat C, (uA - a,) = -3’ approximately and it is arguable that if 

supersonic flow at the slot exit has appeared by about oA, much better control 

would have been exercised over the subsequent development of the stall. 

Further, if the supersonic flow over the slat can be achieved before aA, the 

total lift carried at uA would be greater. On these arguments, therefore, 

one suspects that the optimum value for (a, - aB) should be slightly positive 

and this tentative conclusion has been borne out by an extensive, systematic 

research progranrme on different slat designs using the model illustrated in 

Fig.14. This is a half-model wing-fuselage configuration where for engineering 

convenience, the basic wing is untapesed. The wing can be mounted at various 

angles of sweepback but is shown in Fig.14 set at 35’ sweep fitted with 

the tip actually made for tests at 45’ sweep. The slat supports are shown; 

through the use of different supports and wedge packing pieces, a wide range 

of slat deflections, extensions and gaps could be tested. 

. 

i 
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The results obtained at 2S" sweep are summarised in Fig.15. The increments 

in maximum usable normal force A$ (measured by the balance but assessed on the 

pressure plotting evidence) are plotted against the product (xT.,.g) and curves 

drawn through points for a given slat deflection 6. The symbols are defined in 

the,sketch in the figure. At M,= 0.5, a reasonable correlation is obtained 

showing that wlthin the range tested, but not necessarily outside this range, 

Increasing deflection, extension and gap tend to increase ACN. At M = 0.65, 

however, it is a more complicated story. The best results, A$ = 0.2 are 

obtained as suggested above for configurations giving (a, - CLB) in the range 

o" to z". Increasing the slat deflection and extension are only helpful while 

(0 A - a,) remains in this range; ultimately, (aA - CLB) becomes negative and 

the slat effectiveness then decreases. This is shown partxularly by the 

sequence of results for (x g) = 16 showing a reduction in ACN as 6 is 

increased from 5' to 15 
o T.E. 

, this increase I" 6 reducing the loading on the slat 

at a given incidence, thus increaslng OIB and reducing (a, - a,). The best slat 

designs give unprovements of about ACN = 0.2, a notable achievement relative 

to the results for slats B and C discussed earlier since we are still consider- 

ing the same Mach number (0.65), the same sweepback (25') and a similar thick- 

ness/chord ratio. Another interesting point of detail about the results in 

Fig.15 is that the reduction of the slat gap has apparently produced an improve- 

merit . Analysis of the pressure plotting data showed that this was because the 

only significant change as the gap was reduced was ln the pressures on the lower 

surface of the slat. These pressures increased thus giving more lift on the 

slat, but presumably, If the gap were decreased further, adverse effects would 

begin to appear. Thus once agaIn, the lesson is that at the higher Mach numbers, 

the changes with any geometrIca variable are no longer monotonic. 

In the dxcussion in this sectlon so far, the results have been analysed 

on a quasi-two-dunensional basis. With lncreaslng Mach number and/or sweepback 

however, three-dimensional effects become important and this can be illustrated 

by presenting some results for the same model at 35' sweepback. Tests were 

made on the slat and droop (slat, slot closed) configurations shown in Fig.16. 

Results for the mid-semi-span pressure-plotting station A are presented for 

slat I in Fig.17 and in general terms although not I" detail, this again 

illustrates the ability of the slat to control the development of the flow 

separation. A shock-induced separation bubble at the foot of the shock is first 

observed in condition 2; this extends back to the trailing edge by condition 3; 

the supersonic region on the slat extends back to the trailing edge of the slat 
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by condition 4; the coalescence of the two shocks occurs near condition 5 and 

' some lift is maintained on the main wing ahead of the shock up to beyond 

condition 6. The shockwave is held behind the slot exit and thus retains a 

sweep near 35'; the shock-Induced separation tends to roll up into a swept 

bubble or vortex-type flow and this leads to an improvement in the pressure 

recovery near CL = 14' between conditions 5 and 6 and thus to the increase 

in lift-curve slope in this range. The important extra feature III these 

results for 35' sweep however 1s the spanwise variation in slat effectiveness 

as shown in Fig.18. At the lower Mach numbers such as M = 0.5, it is not 

expected to find that the slat is successful in coping with the premature tip- 

stalling tendency of the clean wing but the more surprising results are those 

obtained at high Mach number where the slat is relatively ineffective near 

the tip but strongly effective near the root. Extending a slat can therefore 

be used to control not merely the forward but also the inward development of 

the area of flow separation. 

The reasons for the variation in slat effectiveness across the span at 

high Mach number are not entirely clear but analysis of the pressure plotting 

results has shown that again, the trend can be interpreted in terms of the 

parameter (ctA - ag). As noted earlier, ciA depends primarily on the suctions 

generated in the supersonic region aft of the slot exit but typically, ahead 

of the wing maximum thickness. The suctions in this region are likely to be 

higher and as a consequence, aA lower on the outer wing. Also, the results 

have shown that ag is lower on the inner wing; the impression seems to be that 

on the outer wing, the rearward movement of the slat shock towards the trailing 

edge is delayed by a local flow separation over the rear of the slat. It 

follows that on both counts, (caA - a,) tends to be positive on the inner wing 

and negative on the outer wing. Clearly, one would welcome a better result 

on the outer wing than that obtained with slat 1 because separation-onset for 

the wing as a whole will be at a lower C L at high Mach number than for the 

clean wing, but on the other hand, even when this happens, the slat still 

retains its ability to control the development of the separation as shown 

graphically by the shape of the CL - a curves for M = 0.80 in Fig.18. 

The overall results for all the configurations at 35' sweep are presented 

in Fig.19. It ~111 be seen that substantial improvements are achieved at 

M = 0.50 and even more so, in the case of slat 1, at M = 0.65 but there is then 

a deterioration at the higher Mach numbers. This figure has however been included 
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not so much to show the actual increments in useable lift due to each configur- 

atIon but Illustrate that with the slats particularly, because of the gradual 

development of the flow separations, it may be impossible to quantify these 

increments merely on the basis of the breaks ln the overall CL (or CN) curves. 

To take for example the results for slat I at M = 0.75, one would certainly not 

expect the maximum usable C N to be better than about C N = 1.18 ,ust past the 

major break XI the CN - n curve but an analysis of the pressure plotting data 

and the unsteady output from wing root bending moment gauges suggests that 

moderate buffet, and hence possibly an operational limit, may be as low as 

$ = 0.97 or only 0.10 above the assessed value for the clean wing. Setting 

the ljmit at this point would imply reverting to condition 3 on Fig.17. This 

may appear contradictory 1n that one is not taking advantage of the ability of 

the sIat to maintain lift over the forward part of the wing up to condition 6 

but this is not so because the performance of the wing as a whole is being 

degraded by what is happening outboard of station B. It is worth pointing out 

that the adverse effects on the outer wing may be particularly pronounced in 

this example because the results have been obtained for an untapered wing with 

a far from Ideal tip shape. In practice, with a real aircraft having a tapered 

wing, some twist and a properly designed planform and sectlnn shape near the 

tip, the adverse effects could be much less pronounced and then one would be 

able to capitalise on the separation control evident at statIon B. 

To surmnarise, a slat designed with careful attention to the shape of the 

main wing surface near and downstream of the slot exit can improve separation- 

onset except possibly near the tip up to quite high Mach numbers but the main 

virtue of a slat at high Mach number is ln controlling the forward and inward 

spread of the flow separation and thus, improving the buffet penetration 

qualities. The more it is successful in this aim, the more uncertain becomes 

the assessment of the true maximum usable lift. More research is needed on 

this point. 

4 THE USE OF VARIABLE GEOMETRY WING PROFILES 

After all that has been said in the preceding sections the advantages of 

being able to change the actual profile shape at will to suit the various 

aerodynamic conditions as they arise at different points in the flight envelope 

are fairly obvious. We are a very long way off from this ideal situation, of 

course, but a small advance has been made by the recent development within 
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the UK of a linkage system able to control surface shape locally from within 

the wing. This devxe has been called the 'Royal Aircraft Establishment 

Variable Aerofoll Mechanism' or 'RAEVAM' for short.* 

4.1 The RAEVAM devxe 

The starting point for this Idea was the development of a new type of 

variable liner for the working section of a supersonic tunnel at RAE4 to meet 

a requirement for a fast and accurate system to use in conjunction with a 

'dynamic simulator". Fig.20 shows the finished system now in operation. 

The flexible walls of the working section are positioned by a large number of 

stiff links pivoted at one end at points along the walls and at the other on 

rigid earth-frames., The forward and rear ends of each flexible wall are free 

to slide fore and aft at the points where they blend with the fixed walls of 

the nozzle, and suitable sliding joints have been designed to avoid any dlsturb- 

ances locally. The lengths of the links and the position of the pivots on the 

earth frame were chosen so that as the flexible walls are moved fore and aft 

by means of a hydraulx jack, the required range of liner shapes is formed. The 

geometry of the linkage system is III fact completely determlned by specifying 

the exact shape of the walls required at three specific points III the range, 

but choosing these points with care It was found in practice that the 11ner 

shape between these design points gave as good quality tunnel flow at Inter- 

mediate Mach numbers as achieved normally with fixed 1~~s blocks. 

i 

f 

This principle has now been applied to the surface profiles of wings. 

In this paper we are concerned with changes of profile at the leadlng edge, 

and III particular with the need to vary the shape in this region through the 

high subsonic speed range to improve lift performance at the stall. A typical 

installation is shown in Fig.21. The leading edge is conveniently left solid 

and is constralned by the arm 'A' to rotate about some point P. The rest of 

the skin is made flexible and is constrained III shape by means of a series of 

links pivoted at the underside of the skin at one end and at various points on 

an extension to the main spar at the other. The ends of the flexible skin 

slide in sealed joints where they blend with the main fixed parts of the wing 

profile. Variation of the profile shape is achieved by means of a single 

jack, 'J', rotating the leadlng edge frame, pivoted at P. As with the wind- 

tunnel lnler, the lengths and pivot positions of the links are determined by 
f 

*Patent rights have been filed under Patent Application No. 27787/69 
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specifying three precise nose shapes required. In the studies we have made so 

far, we have generally taken one of these shapes as that extreme droop posItIon 

needed for low-speed CLmax and the other two as those needed to meet two 

particular requirements of high-lift performance at high speeds. The variation 

of profile shape between these design points is, of course, always smooth and 

progressive and appears to raise no problems rn practice. There are, however, 

some practical constraints to consider. For instance, the position of the 

pivots at the flxed ends of the links must lie within the profile, but the 

links can be allowed to cross each other so there is a surprulng amount of 

design freedom to accommodate the types of profile change typically required. 

Several variations to this first sunple mechanism descrxbed above are 

possible, but need no more than a mention hqre. It 1s perhaps worth noting 

that the system shown in Fig.21 always implies a shortening of the chord as 

profile nose-down camber is increased. The installation shown in Fig.22 how- 

ever, shows how with the small extra complication of an extra motion controlled 

by a second jack, some forward extension of the leading-edge can be included in 

the vanable geometry. Other subsidiary motions can include rotation of the 

whole leadIng edge about a second pivot as shown in Fig.23. In this case only 

one sliding Joint is needed at the blend point between the flexible and fixed 

areas of the skin. t 

4.2 Aerodynamic considerations 

If we refer back for a moment to F.ig.1 in thx paper it is interesting to 

speculate on what a vanable-geometry device such as RAEVAM can do to nnprove 

performance at the stall over the high-subsonic speed range. The three typical 

pressure distributions quoted before are given agaIn in Fig.24 and the 

diagramatic effects of nose droop are sketched in with dotted 1~~s. At the 

low end of the speed range, the height of the leading-edge suction peak and 

the strength of the associated shock wave can be effectively reduced by nose- 

down changes to the leading-edge profile. This, as we have seen previously 

is beneficial since the incidence for the stall 1s increased and hence the 

value of c 
LDXXX 

achieved . At the high end of this speed range the application 

of small nose-up changes in profile can counteract the basic tendency for 

triangular types of supercritical pressure distribution to arise. Not only can 

prescribed peaks at the start of the supercritlcal region be induced to appear 

to improve the local lift directly, but the whole of the development of the 

supercritlcal flow up to the shock can be manipulated by this means. For the 



same shock strength conslderably more lrft can thus be carrred by the proper 
use of such profile modifications. At rntermediate Mach numbers, however, 

provided the orrginal profrle design was a reasonably good one, there is 
i 

probably little that can be done directly by the use of shapes generated by the 
RAEVAM device. Down-droop of the leading edge ~111 basically tend to strengthen 2 
the shock (at fixed incrdence~ the opposite wiI1 tend to make the supercritrcal 
pressure distribution too 'pesky', the latter resulting perhaps in multishock 

systems and (at best) worse boundary-layer conditions at the main shock and 
further aft along the wing chord. In practice it has been found that the 

benefits of nose-down droop at the lower Mach numbers and of nose-up changes at 
the higher Mach numbers can overlap in the speed range, thus avoiding these 
drfficulties at intermediate conditions. 

On the complete wing, as we have seen in earlier parts of this paper, there 
1s not only a need for a variation of leading-edge profile with Mach number, but 

variation is also desirable across the wing span to cope with the strong three- 
dimensional effects which can arise at near-stalling conditions. This raises 
englneerrng complications in the use of any moving leading-edge device, but 
It IS comforting to note from the preceding discussion on the use of slats that 
leading-edge devices can change, and thus be used to control, the spanwise 
development of flow separatron even when no spanwise grading of the geometry is i 

employed. Perhaps the best approach to the problems of spanwise variation in 
stalling behaviour at high speeds lies initially in the spanwise variation of . 

the shape and thickness of the basrc profiles used in the wing desrgn coupled 
with some incorporation of wing twist and a proper use of the Inevitable effects 
of aeroelastic distortion. However a limited degree of spanwise variation in 
the settings of variable-geometry devices may be desirable in addition to this. 
Continuous variation of such settings across the span should not be ruled out 

in the future as we become more and more able to cope wrth the engrneering 
complications involved, but for the present we probably have to content ourselves 
with discontinuities across the span which bring with them their own problems. 

4.3 Recent test results at high speeds 

The data shown in Figs.25, 26 and 27 have been included to demonstrate 
the use of the RAEVAM device at high speeds to improve the stall boundary of 

5 

a wing profile. The section used with the leading-edge modifications tried is 
shown at the bottom of Fig.25. The solid leading-edge piece was restricted to c 

2% chord in this case and a blend-point with the marn profile shape was selected 

at 18% chord. The shapes, whrch were tested III the 2ft x I4ft tunnel of RAE, 
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were ,umpatlble for the plvol positlo” shown with d prdctlcal llnkage system 

of the type shown in FLg.21. The results of the SO-down and I ho-up 

modlficatlons to the sectlo” are given in the top figure and show how the 

benefits achieved at low speed and high speed overlap in the speed range near 

M = 0.65. The Inference from this figure is quite clear: the whole boundary 

has been improved over all the range of high subsonic Mach number from M = 0.5 

to M = 0.75. 

Figs.26 and 27 show some samples of the pressure dlstributuxw measured 

during these tests. In Fig.26, the small It” nose-up variation was adverse 

at M = 0.6 as expected, the shock being strengthened and moved forward on the 

chord (note also the deterloratlon of the trailing-edge pressure). At 

M = 0.75 this change ln the profile geometry was beneficial, extra suctions 

being developed before the shock which itself was virtually unaffected in 

strength. In Fig.27, the 5’ down-droop variation I” geometry both lowers and 

spreads the suction peak as expected at M = 0.5 resulting in an increase in 

stalling incidence and CLmax. At M = 0.7, however, the effects are adverse 

since the main shock is conslderably strengthened at constant incidence 

resulting in earlier flow separations as lncldence is increased. 

From this Initial pilot set of measured data, It can be said that the 

use of this variable-geometry device shows great promise in the context of 

the aerodynamx problems discussed II-I this paper. Studies in connection with 

the use of the device to improve CLmax at low speeds are proceeding in parallel 

with further work at high speeds, and a review is being made of the structural 

problems likely to arise in the incorporatlon of the device on an actual 

aircraft wing. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has emphasized by means of some recent examples of research work 

the critical importance of the geometry of the leading edge as regards the 

stalling characteristics of wings at high subsonic speeds. To match performance 

over a range of these speeds some use of variable geometry is needed and the use 

of devices such as leading-edge slats raise their own problems of making 

compromises across the speed range. More work is wanted to enlarge our under- 

standing of the particular supercritical aerodynamic flows associated with the 

use of such devices in both two-dimensional and three-dimensional situations. 
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In parallel with this is the need to develop better devices fundamentally more 

suited to the basic design processes of wmgs and more able to cope with the 

complexities of the flows which develop near leadmg-edges at high incidence 

at these high speeds. 

P 
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